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2018 American Small Business Champion (SCORE & Sam’s Club)
Jackson Education Support
7048 Old Canton Road
Ridgeland, MS 39157
Jackson Education Support has been named a 2018 American Small Business Champion by SCORE, the nation’s largest
network of volunteer, expert business mentors, with the support of Sam’s Club. We are so proud of this national
recognition for our dedication to the success of our small business. Thank you for supporting the education firm and blog
over the years and for helping us to achieve this distinction.
About JE
Jackson Education Support (JE) exists to support the development of more independent learners of all ages. This mission
is accomplished by implementing personalized in-person and online solutions for individuals and organizations. Our
approach is unique because we leverage character development to affect cognitive development. We infuse social
emotional learning objectives and subject area learning objectives in order to increase confidence and improve
performance. What's more is that our 96% success rate evidences program effectiveness.

You’re invited to connect with us on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter!
A Word from SCORE CEO & Sam's Club VP
"SCORE congratulates and celebrates these 102 American Small Business Champions, who represent some of the best
small businesses in America,” said SCORE CEO Ken Yancey. “We are proud to reward these passionate and hardworking
entrepreneurs...”
"Supporting entrepreneurs has been a part of who we are for nearly 35 years," said Tracey D. Brown, Senior Vice
President of Operations and Chief Experience Officer at Sam's Club. "...The 102 winners celebrated through the American
Small Business Championship are excellent examples of how innovation, persistence and knowing your customers can
help an entrepreneur overcome obstacles and we congratulate them on their accomplishments.”

A Special Thank You for the JE Community
We appreciate the opportunity to build relationships and broaden our impact on academic and character development
outcomes. Jackson Education Support is committed to enriching our local and global community, and we look forward to
many successful years ahead.
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